Recommended Course Substitutions for MA TESOL students with BA in Applied Linguistics from PSU

If Ling 438 SLA was taken

First choice: Ling 537 First Language Acquisition

Second choice if 537 not an option: Ling 580 Bilingualism

Third choice, if 537 and 580 not options: Ling 533 Psycholinguistics

If Ling 471 UIE was taken

Complete Ling 571 work independently with UIE Instructor, replace credits with an additional class

Retake course as Ling 571

If INTL 471 was taken

Take Ling 571

If Ling 477 Methods I or Ling 478 Methods 2 was taken

Take advisor pre-approved Language Education elective(s)

If Ling 411 Syntax was taken

Take Ling 512 Phonology

Second choice: If student had taken Phonology : Ling 516 Discourse Analysis

Third choice: If 512 and 516 are not options: Ling 514 Pragmatics

Students with a BA in Linguistics or Applied Linguistics from other institutions should assume they will take the regular M.A. options, and work with their advisor to determine if any substitutions are appropriate.